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High-field spin resonance of weakly bound electrons in GaAs
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Electron spin resonance~ESR! of shallow donor electrons inn-type GaAs has been observed by means of
direct detection of microwave absorption at magnetic fields of 6–11 T. The ESR structure is smeared out over
a magnetic field range of up to 1 T. The line shape is strongly asymmetric and depends on the magnetic-field
sweep direction. These unusual features are assigned to microwave-induced nuclear polarization under ESR
conditions, leading to strong effective nuclear fields~Overhauser shift!. The ESR curves show a signature of
nuclear magnetic resonance if an additional radio-frequency field is applied. The observed ESR line shape is
well reproduced by numerical simulation. Furthermore, the Lande´ g factor of weakly localized electrons in
GaAs has been accurately determined (g520.46460.002 atB50). @S0163-1829~97!00636-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current knowledge of spin-dependent properties
conduction-band states in GaAs-based materials has bee
tablished essentially on the basis of optical pump
experiments,1–4 the observation of cyclotron resonance sp
ting at high magnetic fields,5 and measurements of the d
conductivity response to microwave excitation of a tw
dimensional electron gas~2DEG!.6–8 When combined with
theoretical models, these methods permit a rough estima
of the correspondingg factor (20.4460.02 in the bulk! and
they have underlined the importance of the coupling of
electron spins to the nuclear spins~an effective hyperfine
field of up to 5.3 T can be expected9!. These conclusions ar
now generally accepted, although they remain in contra
tion with early experiments reporting conventional detect
~by microwave absorption! of electron spin resonance~ESR!
in n-type GaAs.10 Although pure ESR methods usually giv
access to direct and precise information about spin prope
of the investigated system, conventional ESR spectrosc
seems to be hardly applicable to GaAs since the expe
resonance field falls out of the range of standard ESR s
trometers and their sensitivity may not be sufficient to det
the broad lines. GaAs is one of the most widely investiga
and applied semiconductor compound, whereas the e
tronic g factor, an essential parameter to test the ba
structure model, remains experimentally rather poorly de
mined in this material. Physics of ESR in GaAs is expec
to involve unique effects of dynamic nuclear spin polariz
tion since the small value of the electronicg factor implies
that the Zeeman energy is comparable with typical inter
tion energies between electronic and nuclear spins.

In this paper the direct observation of ESR in a series
n-type GaAs samples at high magnetic fields is reported.
our knowledge, this is the first ESR study of electrons bou
to shallow donor sites in GaAs. A very unusual line shape
observed. This is assigned to the effect of dynamic nuc
polarization~DNP! as confirmed in ESR experiments und
additional radio-frequency irradiation corresponding to co
ditions of nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!. The main fea-
tures of the observed ESR response are understood qu
560163-1829/97/56~12!/7422~6!/$10.00
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tively in terms of a model simulation, implying a typica
longitudinal nuclear spin relaxation time in the second ran
Moreover, the experiments allow us to determine precis
the Lande´ g factor of shallow donor electrons.

II. SAMPLES

A number ofn-type GaAs samples, grown under differe
conditions and with different donor concentrations, ha
been examined. Clear and qualitatively the same ESR sig
have been found at low temperatures (1.422.5 K) for sev-
eral samples with relatively low concentration of neutral d
nors (2.631014 cm23<ND

0 <2.731015 cm23). These
samples were either grown by liquid-phase epitaxy and
intentionally doped with residual sulfur donors or bulk ing
grown and intentionally doped with tellurium. Table I show
the parameters of the samples.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments have been performed using a sens
broadband (40260 GHz) ESR spectrometer combined wi
a superconducting magnet that supplies a maximum m
netic field of 16 T. The microwave sources are composed
a quartz-stabilized YIG~yttrium iron garnet! oscillator work-
ing at 10–15 GHz and an active frequency quadrupler wit
solid-state amplifier. The microwaves are fed into a f
quency tunable cylindrical cavity and the reflected powe
measured by a phase-sensitive heterodyne detection sy
that allows for simultaneous detection of absorption and d
persion in the sample. We apply a magnetic-field modulat

TABLE I. List of the n-doped GaAs samples.

Growth Carrier concentration
Sample technique ND2NA (cm23) n dopant

A LPE 6.631014 S ~residual!
B ingot 2.531015 Te
C ingot 6.531014 Te
D ingot 2.631014 Te
7422 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 7423HIGH-FIELD SPIN RESONANCE OF WEAKLY BOUND . . .
technique and measure derivative ESR lines. The microw
cavity is placed in a closed tube filled with helium exchan
gas, with the ensemble installed in a helium bath cryos
which in turn is situated in the room-temperature bore of
magnet. With this cryogenic setup, the temperature can
varied from 1.4 to 10 K with good stability. The sensitivi
of the setup is between 108 and 109 spins per 0.1 mT of ESR
linewidth.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the ESR response of lightly dopedn-type
GaAs at different microwave powers. Surprisingly, the li
shape is asymmetric and strongly depends on the magn
field sweep direction. However, it is reproduced exactly
subsequent field cycles. This behavior cannot be due to
well-known passage effects, as the time-reversal symm
conditions for spin systems obeying the Bloch equations
not fulfilled.11

In each sweep direction, the ESR response appears r
suddenly at a certain magnetic field~here 8.94 T) and after
ward a decay of the signal is observed, which is broade
high microwave power. A remarkable feature is that the E
susceptibility noticeablydecreasesat low microwave power,

FIG. 1. Typical derivative ESR signal of shallow donors
GaAs obtained atT51.4 K and 52.02 GHz microwave frequenc
from sampleA. Data are shown at different microwave powe
where 0 dB corresponds to' 1 mW at the cavity.x9 andx8 are,
respectively, the absorption and the dispersion part of the sig
The arrows indicate the sweep direction. Note that magnetic
ceptibilities are presented~a linearly scaled ESR signal would sho
power-independent traces!. The field modulation frequency and am
plitude are 14 Hz and 6 mT peak to peak. The magnetic-field sw
rate is 0.3 T/min.
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in contrast to usual saturation effects. All the samples inv
tigated show a very similar behavior.

It is important to note that in addition to the signal com
ponent in phase with the modulation field, there is also
out-of-phase component~not shown here! at a modulation
frequency as low as 14 Hz. The out-of-phase signal beco
stronger if the modulation frequency is lowered. This ind
cates the presence of a slow process in the sample, w
characteristic time in the range of seconds.

One would expect that the signal shape should depend
the magnetic-field sweep rate. However, due to experime
restrictions ~long-term stability of the setup and limite
sweep rate of the superconducting magnet!, we could vary
the sweep rate only in the range between 0.05 and 0.5 T/m
where the signal shape remains almost unchanged.

The appearance of slow process suggests a contributio
nuclear spins to the observed ESR response. This is cle
evidenced in ESR measurements under additional ra
frequency irradiation corresponding to NMR conditions~see
Fig. 2!. At the NMR resonance field of75As, a jump or a dip
in the ESR line is visible. Similar though weaker signatur
of NMR have been observed when saturating the69Ga or
71Ga nuclei.

The dependence of the ESR signal on experimental
rameters is very unusual. We have found that lowering
microwave power, increasing the temperature, and decr
ing the microwave frequency and magnetic field have sim
effects on the signal shape, which are to narrow the hys
esis structure and to decrease the intensity. Figure 3 sh
the temperature effect.

V. INTERPRETATION

A. Qualitative picture

Most of the striking features of the ESR signal can
qualitatively understood. The scalar hyperfine interact

,

al.
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p

FIG. 2. Dispersion signal from sampleA in the presence of an
additional radio-frequency field at three different frequencies. T
vertical arrows indicate the NMR field of75As. The microwave
frequency and power are 46.63 GHz and212 dB. Temperature is
1.6 K. The NMR frequency/field ratio is 7.2960.03 MHz/T, in
agreement with the literature value for75As (7.292 MHz/T).
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7424 56M. SECK, M. POTEMSKI, AND P. WYDER
AIW•SW between nuclear spinsIW and electron spinsSW plays an
essential role, but the hyperfine structure is not resolved
the 1s wave function of a shallow donor electron in GaA
extends over;105 nuclei ~Bohr radiusaB510 nm, which
shrinks13 to about 7 nm in a magnetic field of 10 T!. How-
ever, when the nuclei are polarized, the hyperfine interac
shifts the ESR line by an effective nuclear fieldBn ~Over-
hauser shift!. Bn reaches 5.3 T at full nuclear polarization9

The essential point is that the nuclei become polarized
the microwaves, but only while the electron spins are in re
nance, and the nuclear polarization in turn shifts the E
resonance field~Overhauser shift!. This interaction between
line position and nuclear polarization leads to a situat
where the ESR line moves synchronously with the exter
field over a certain range, once the initial resonance field
been crossed. The mechanisms of microwave-induced D
are discussed later. So far, three main experimental feat
can be explained.~i! The asymmetric ESR signal shape
due to the microwave-induced Overhauser shift, which
curs only after crossing the initial resonance field~dashed
vertical line in Fig. 1!. ~ii ! High microwave power drives the
nuclear polarization far out of thermal equilibrium, thus t
ESR response is broader than at low power.~iii ! If a nuclear
species is saturated by NMR, the ESR signal tends to g
zero as the line snaps back towards its initial position. Ho
ever, if the NMR occurs in the vicinity of the initial ESR lin
position ~second curve in Fig. 2!, the nuclear polarization
recovers afterward and a dip is observed instead of a ju
towards zero.

From these qualitative considerations, one can also un
stand why the ESR susceptibility decreases at low mic

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the ESR signal in sampA.
The microwave frequency and power are 52.02 GHz and212 dB.
Increasing temperature has a similar effect as decreasing micro
power. The signal intensity decreases~more than expected from
Curie law! and the width of the hysteresislike structure decreas
as
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wave power: We believe that the width of the initial ES
line ~before the field sweep! is at least several tens of mT du
to inhomogeneous broadening caused by statistical orie
tion of nuclear spins as well as by fluctuations of the elect
g factor.14 The homogenous linewidth of an individual ele
tron is likely to be only a few mT. Medium to high micro
wave power accumulates the ESR lines of individual el
trons, as all of them follow the external field. Thus DN
enhances the susceptibility and may even be necessa
make ESR observable. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.

This picture is confirmed regarding the behavior of t
ESR signal when experimental parameters are varied: In
IV we mentioned that lowering the microwave power, i
creasing the temperature, and decreasing the microwave
quency and magnetic field have similar effects on the sig
which are to narrow the hysteresis structure and to decre
the intensity. This indicates less effective DNP, which c
indeed be expected. Higher temperature increases the nu
and electronic spin relaxation rates and tends to des
DNP. At lower magnetic fields, the increasing overlap of t
donor wave function13 enables hopping of the electrons an
the frequently changing nuclear surrounding may also
pose DNP. Efficient electron hopping is probably also t
reason why no ESR is observed in samples with carrier c
centrations above 1016 cm23 and/or at temperatures above
K.

B. Electronic g factor

In spite of the large hysteresis structure, the electronig
factor can be determined with good precision when fixing
initial position of the ESR line in the center between t
onset fields of the signal for the two sweep directions. Fig
5 shows the magnetic-field dependence of theg factor for
different investigated samples. A common behavior is o
served in spite of different sample parameters such as ca
concentration, growth process, and dopant nature. By
trapolation we obtain the zero field value o
g520.46460.002. It falls in the range of previously re
ported data for conduction electrons,1–4 though the accuracy
is remarkably increased. Our error specification is very c
servative and corresponds to the difference between the

ve

.

FIG. 4. Signal enhancement by DNP: The individual ESR lin
~dotted! form an inhomogeneously broadened line~dashed!, but by
DNP and the Overhauser shift, the lines are accumulated at
position, corresponding approximately to the current field~solid
line!.
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56 7425HIGH-FIELD SPIN RESONANCE OF WEAKLY BOUND . . .
signal onset fields, thus including eventual systematic er
by choosing the center of this field range. An almost ne
gible correction due to thermal polarization of the nuclei a
has been taken into account. The magnetic-field depend
of the g factor is found to be 0.005260.0005 T-1, in agree-
ment with recent measurements4 and with calculations for
bulk GaAs5 and similar to values reported in a 2DEG for th
lowest Landau level.7

C. Computer simulation

For a more quantitative description of the observed E
line shape, we develop a simple model combining two w
known mechanisms of DNP.15,16 ~i! For the case of conduc
tion electrons in metals or semiconductors, or in liqui
saturation of the allowed ESR transitionsw1 @see Fig. 6~a!#
with DmI50 polarize the nuclei through flip-flop relaxatio
w2 due to S1I 2 and S2I 1 terms of the scalar hyperfin
interactionAIW•SW . ~ii ! For the case of fixed impurities, th
anisotropic hyperfine interaction~here the dipole-dipole in-
teraction! admixes the statesumS ,mI& and umS ,mI61& by
the amounta and thus enables forbidden ESR transitionsw2
and w3 including a nuclear spin flip. Because of the ad
tional nuclear Zeeman energy, the forbidden lines are sa
lites of thew1 transition@Fig. 6~b!#. They are very effective
in DNP, but too weak to be observed directly in the ES
response, as the transition probability is only 4a2 compared
to w1. We believe that the system of shallow donors in Ga
at low temperatures is an intermediate case of reduced e
tron mobility, allowing for both mechanisms of DNP.

In the numerical simulation we consider a system of 10
electrons with individual ESR resonance fieldsB0

i , distrib-
uted in a Gaussian shape with a full width at half maximu
DB. Each electroni ‘‘sees’’ an individual effective nuclea
field Bn

i that shifts the resonance toB0
i 2Bn

i . We assume tha
the ESR absorption lineg(B) of a single electron is a
Lorentzian:

g~B!5
geT2e

p$11~T2egeB!2%
, ~1!

FIG. 5. Field dependence of the electronicg factor of shallow
donor electrons in GaAs. The negative sign has been taken
from literature~Ref. 12!.
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whereT2e andge are the transversal spin relaxation time a
the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron, respectively. The
served ESR absorption signal is thus proportional to

(
i

g~B2B0
i 1Bn

i !. ~2!

The problem is to determine the evolution of theBn
i during a

sweep of the external magnetic fieldB. In order to limit the
number of unknown parameters, we describe the spatial
tribution of the nuclear spin polarizationp(rW) around an
electroni centered atrW50W using a single variablepi . The
Overhauser shift is simply given byBn

i 525.3 T3pi , if we

choosepi to be the weighted average ofp(rW) over the vol-
ume of the electronic wave functionc(rW):

pi5E uc~rW !u2p~rW !. ~3!

Now we assume for simplicity that the DNP of nuclear sp
contributing topi can be described by an effective admixtu
coefficienta ~dipole-dipole interaction! and by an effective
nuclear spin relaxation rate 1/T1n ~via spin flip-flop pro-
cesses including an electron spin flip!. In the frame of this
strongly simplified model, neglecting~i! the spatial depen-
dence of the different DNP and spin relaxation mechanis
~ii ! different spin relaxation times of the nuclear species,~iii !
nuclear spin diffusion,~iv! effects due to electron hoppin
between the donor sites, and~v! complications due to spin
I 53/2 of the involved nuclei, we obtain the following rat
equation for thepi :

er
FIG. 6. Model used for computer simulation of the line shap

~a! The allowed (w1) and forbidden (w2 ,w3) ESR transitions be-
tween energy levels of anS51/2 electron with negativeg factor
and a singleI 51/2 nucleus~for simplicity! with a positiveg factor.
Further levels corresponding to different nuclei are indicated
‘‘dashed levels.’’~b! ESR line positions at fixed frequency and th
corresponding direction of the Overhauser shift induced by DN
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dpi

dt
52

1

T1n
H p2p0F12s

ge

gn
G J

1(
q

2pkqa2geB1i
2 eTgS B2B0

i F11
gn

q

ge
G1Bn

i D
2(

q
2pkqa2geBi1

2 eTgS B2B0
i F12

gn
q

ge
G1Bn

i D .

~4!

The subsequent terms on the right-hand side correspon
w1, w2, and w3 transitions, respectively. Different nuclea
speciesq with relative concentrationskq are distinguished,
where q is 75As, 69Ga, or 71Ga and (kq51. p0 is the
nuclear polarization in thermal equilibrium ands is the ESR
saturation parameter

s5
ge

2B1i
2 T1eT2e

11@T2ege~B2B0
i 1Bn

i !#21ge
2B1i

2 T1eT2e

. ~5!

Thegn
q are gyromagnetic ratios of the nuclear speciesq, with

the average valuegn5(qkqgn
q . T1e andT2e are the longitu-

dinal and transversal electron spin relaxation times.B1i is the
microwave magnetic field in the cavity, distributed over t
sample according to the field pattern, andeT5tanh(DE/2kT)
is the thermal electron spin polarization, whereDE denotes
the electronic Zeeman splitting.

The evolution ofpi during a sweep of the magnetic fie
with a superimposed modulation is calculated numerica
and the simulated ESR signal in phase with modulation fr
the direct ESR transitionw1 is shown in Fig. 7. The simu
lated absorption line shape is very close to the measured
and most of the unusual effects such as the broadening o
hysteresis structure and the signal enhancement by DN

FIG. 7. Line shape obtained by numerical simulation based
Eq. ~4!, at a microwave power of218 dB and230 dB. Higher
microwave power heats the sample and would require change
the model parameters. Note the signal enhancement with respe
a simulation with DNP disabled~dotted!.
to
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high microwave power are also correctly reproduced. Ho
ever, the poor simulation of the dispersion part indicates
limits of our simplified model. Therefore, the paramete
used in the simulation (T2e51028 s, T1e51024 s, T1n51 s,
a251.5310213, and DB550 mT) should be considere
only as rough estimations~orders of magnitude! of the exact
values.

On the other hand, the field position of the curves is ve
sensitive to theg factor assumed for the simulation~here
g520.4163). However, we prefer to determine theg factor
from the raw data as described in Sec. V B in order to illu
trate that the quantitative simulation is not necessary to
termine this value rather accurately. Higher precision,
tained by the numerical simulation, could be meaningl
because of possible systematic errors in the many-param
fitting procedure.

In the frame of an extended model including nuclear s
diffusion and electron hopping, the observed line sha
could possibly be reproduced exactly. Our measureme
could then be used to determine the numerous parame
involved precisely, provided some of them are measured
dependently by different experiments.

VI. DISCUSSION

Regarding the estimated electron spin relaxation tim
one has to keep in mind that we deal with an electron sys
with reduced mobility. Hopping between the donor sites d
termines the electrical conductivity and may be respons
for the shortT2e time. In contrast to the high-conductivit
regime,T1e can be much longer thanT2e .

Concerning the nuclear spin relaxation time, it is intere
ing to note that the value estimated from our experime
(T1n'1 s atT51.4 K! is consistent with optical measure
ments involving nuclei close to a shallow donor site in Ga
~Ref. 17! ~80 ms in the center of the donor wave function!,
but it is remarkably short compared to values reported
nuclei close to a 2DEG in GaAs~Ref. 18! or for those inter-
acting with strongly delocalized electrons in other bu
materials.19 In these latter cases, relaxation times easily
ceed tens of minutes. The effects of localization of the el
tron are to create an inhomogeneous nuclear polarizat
with high relaxation rates in the vicinity of an electron, an
to make cross relaxation of electron and nuclear spins~Kor-
ringa relaxation! more efficient due to a longer correlatio
time.15,17 On the other hand, if the electrons and the nucl
spins are almost completely isolated,T1n is very long, as
reported for Si:P.20 A certain electron mobility, correspond
ing to an energy bandwidth of the order of the electro
Zeeman energy, is necessary for efficient Korrin
relaxation.15 In any case, the fact that the nuclear spin rela
ation rates vary by orders of magnitude depending
whether the electronic states involved are localized or
tended may be essential when studying the nuclear spin
laxation in the presence of a two-dimensional electron ga
the regime of the quantum Hall effect.18,21,22

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have observed electron spin resonanc
electrons localized on shallow donors in GaAs, using an
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house 40260 GHz spectrometer. The unusual shape of
ESR response is well understood in terms of dynam
nuclear polarization as confirmed by the combined ES
NMR experiments and reproduced in model calculatio
The electrong factor has been determined with good pre
sion, which can be useful to increase the accuracy of ba
structure and effective-mass-approximation models of Ga
The experiments indicate that spin-dependent propertie
the GaAs matrix strongly depend on the degree of the lo
W
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ization of the involved electronic states.
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